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(57) ABSTRACT 

A code generation System is provided which optimizes a 
code generation for a control System applicable to an embed 
ded control System without the need to increase its memory 
capacity. A total control unit 110 causes to read a model 
diagram and an operation diagram which depict a Software 
Specification Stored in a memory 104, and Starts Specifica 
tion analysis unit 106 to execute lexical and grammatical 
analyses thereof. Then, object-oriented function removing 
unit 107 is started to determine any function which is not 
used according to a function Select item Stored in the 
memory 104. Then, code generation unit 108 is started to 
generate a code on the basis of the result of the lexical and 
grammatical analyses of the Software specification, and of an 
output code pattern determined by the object-oriented func 
tion removing unit 107. 
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FIG. 3 
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FIG. 9 
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OBJECTORIENTED OPTIMIZATION CODE 
GENERATOR AND A METHOD THEREFOR 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to an automatic soft 
ware generating System, and in particular, to a Software 
generating System for automatically generating a Software 
from an object-oriented Specification which features an 
improved code efficiency. 
0002. A code generating System generates a Software 
from an object-oriented Software Statement. Generally, a 
Specification described by an operator is entered via an input 
device, then the Specification is analyzed, and a program 
code is generated and output. 
0003. However, when a code is generated simply on the 
basis of the Specification described by the operator, there 
arises Such a problem that a target code becomes enormously 
large, thereby requiring a large memory capacity therefor. 
0004. In order to solve this problem associated with the 
conventional art, JPA Laid-Open No. 6-266562 discloses a 
method for reducing the size of a target code. This method 
includes the Steps of comparing a class name to which its 
method belongs and an input file if they coincide with each 
other during Semantic analysis processing of a class decla 
ration in a context Semantic analyzer provided for analyzing 
the Specification written by the operator; generating in an 
output code an instance and declaration in a method address 
Store table upon matching therebetween; and generating in 
the output code only the declaration in the method address 
Store table upon non-matching therebetween. 
0005. However, the conventional code generation 
method as described above does not take into account 
whatsoever anything about an object-oriented function to 
use for generating an object-oriented program code. 
0006 That is, when generating a code from an object 
oriented Specification, unnecessary codes are also generated 
for unused functions of the object-oriented functions. 
0007 When this conventional code generation method is 
applied, in particular, to a Software for an embedded control 
System, because a resulting output code becomes enormous, 
a large sized unit having a large memory capacity capable of 
implementing the enormous code will be required, thus there 
is Such a problem that the cost of manufacture will increase 
Substantially. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The present invention is contemplated to solve the 
problems associated with the prior art, and provide for a 
code generating System in which its code is optimized to Suit 
for any particular target of application and to be applicable 
to any embedded control System without need of increasing 
its memory capacity. 

0009. The above-mentioned object of the invention can 
be accomplished by provision of a code generating System 
which is comprised of: a Specification analyzer means which 
analyzes an object-oriented Specification, for deriving Speci 
fication information; a function removal means for removing 
unnecessary functions out of plural object-oriented func 
tions according to a predetermined function removal rule on 
the basis of the specification information derived from the 
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Specification analyzer means, and producing a program 
information without using the unnecessary functions, and a 
code generation means for generating a code on the basis of 
the program information produced by the function removal 
CS. 

0010. According to the invention, an unnecessary func 
tion in an object-oriented programming language is removed 
during the generation of a code from an object-oriented 
Specification, thereby eliminating its mechanism itself 
required for realizing the unnecessary function. As a result, 
the code which can Substantially reduce its memory capacity 
can be generated. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011. Other objects, features and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent from the following description 
taken in connection with the accompanying drawing 
wherein: 

0012 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram indicating a 
code generating System of the invention; 
0013 FIG. 2 is a block diagram indicating operation 
Sequences of a total controller in a processing unit of the 
invention; 

0014 FIG. 3 shows an example of model diagrams and 
its inputs; 

0015 FIG. 4 shows an example of operation diagrams 
and its inputs; 

0016 FIG. 5 is an example of function select items 
displayed; 

0017 FIG. 6 shows operation sequences in a specifica 
tion analyzing unit; 

0018 FIG. 7 shows operation sequences in an object 
oriented function removal unit; 

0019 FIG. 8 shows operation sequences in a code gen 
erator unit; 

0020 FIGS. 9(a) and (b) show results of respective code 
generations, 

0021 FIGS. 10(a) and (b) show results of respective 
execution codes generated; 

0022 FIGS. 11(a) and (b) show respective memory allo 
cations in case a virtual function is executed or not; 

0023 
unit, 

0024 FIG. 13 shows an example of the function select 
items displayed; 

0025 FIG. 14 shows a table of the function select items; 
0026 FIG. 15 shows a configuration of an input screen 
controller; 

FIG. 12 shows operations of the total controller 

0027 FIG. 16 shows the operation of the total control 
unit, and 

0028 FIGS. 17(a) and (b) show examples of displays, 
respectively. 
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PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0029 FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram indicating a 
configuration of a code generator System of one embodiment 
of the invention. The code generator System is comprised of: 
an input device 101 Such as a keyboard and a mouse for 
inputting a Software specification and function Select items 
which define conditions for generating an optimized code; a 
display device 102 such as a CRT for displaying the software 
Specification and the function Select items having been input 
through the keyboard and the like of the input device 101, 
as well as a code generated; a read/write device 103 for 
reading a Software Specification and function Select items 
from a portable memory device Such as a floppy disk, and 
Writing the code generated into a memory device; a memory 
104 for storing the Software specification and the function 
Select items having been entered through the input device 
101 or the read/write device 103; and a processor unit 105 
for generating an optimized code on the basis of the Software 
Specification and the function Select items transmitted from 
the input device 101 and memory device 104. 
0030) Further, the processing unit 105 is comprised of: a 
Specification analyzer Section 106 for executing lexical and 
grammatical analyses of the Software specification entered; 
an object-oriented function removal section 107 for remov 
ing unnecessary functions on the basis of the function Select 
items entered; a code generator Section 108 for generating a 
code on the basis of the Software specification written with 
the unnecessary functions removed by the object-oriented 
function removal section 107 and undergone the lexical and 
grammatical analyses in the Specification analysis Section 
106; an input display control section 109 for controlling the 
display screen of the display device 102 so as to enable the 
Software specification and function Select items to be input 
from the input device 101; and a total control section 110 for 
controlling respective Sections. Still further, the input dis 
play control Section 109 includes a class interface descrip 
tion Section 111; a proceSS detail description Section 112, and 
a function Select item description Section 113. In addition, 
the code which is generated in the code generator Section 
108 is displayed on the display device 102, and/or stored in 
a portable memory device Such as a floppy disk via the 
read/write device 103. 

0031. With reference to FIG. 2, operation sequences of 
the total control unit 110 in the processor unit 105 are shown 
in a flow chart. This processor unit 105 is provided with an 
input mode for inputting a Software specification and func 
tion Select items for code generation, and a code generation 
mode for generating a code on the basis of the Software 
Specification entered. When the input mode is Selected via 
the input device 101 by the operator, the total control section 
110 starts the input display control section 109. Then, the 
input display control Section 109 accepts a model diagram 
representing a pattern of a Software specification entered by 
the operator via the class interface description Section 111, 
and stores this model diagram in the memory device 104. 
0.032 Then, the process detail description section 112 
within the input display control unit 109 is started to allows 
for the operator to accept the input of an operational diagram 
representing the pattern of the Software specification, then 
this operational diagram is Stored in the memory device 104. 
0.033 Finally, the function select item description section 
113 is started to allow for entry of a function select item 
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which defines conditions for generating a code on the basis 
of the Software specification entered, and to Store the same 
in the memory device 104. 
0034. On the other hand, in case the code generation 
mode is selected by the operator, the total control section 110 
allows to read a model diagram and operational diagram 
which is the Software specification from the memory device 
104, then starts the specification analyzer section 106 to 
execute lexical and grammatical analyses thereof. Then, the 
object-oriented function removal section 107 is started to 
determine which function is not needed in accordance with 
the function select items stored in the memory device 104. 
Then, the code generator Section 108 is started to generate 
a code on the bases of the Software specification Subjected 
to the lexical and grammatical analyses in the Specification 
analyzer Section 106, and of an output code pattern deter 
mined in the object-oriented function removal section 107. 
Further, the code generated is displayed on the display 
device 102 upon request by the operator, and/or written into 
a floppy disk via the read/write unit 103. 
0035 Each processing described above will be set forth 
in detail using a method referred to as OOIE in the object 
oriented analysis and design work in the following. 

0036) A case where the input mode is selected by the 
operator will be described. Upon selection of the input 
mode, the total control section 110 starts the class interface 
description section 111. Thereby, the operator is allowed to 
input a model pattern shown in FIG. 3 as a software 
Specification using the keyboard and mouse of the input 
device 101. The model pattern in FIG. 3 indicates process 
ing of an input from a Sensor which constitutes, for example, 
a part of an automobile engine control. 
0037. The model diagram indicated in FIG. 3 depicts a 
Structure of objects each constituting a part of a program in 
an object-oriented programming. By way of example, the 
model diagram depicted here is referred to also as a class 
diagram or object diagram in the field of the object-oriented 
art. 

0038 Static information is described in detail in this 
model diagram which includes three rows of lines. The first 
row 301 depicts a name and type of a variable corresponding 
to a class title, the second row 302 depicts a definition of its 
data structure, and the third row 303 depicts a title of 
processing to be executed and a type of argument, respec 
tively. 

0039. According to the model diagram of FIG.3, the title 
of its class is “Sensor' as indicated in the first row 301. Data 
of its class as indicated in the second row 302 are 
“A/D VALUE”, “VALUE" and “PREV VALUE", wherein 
the “A/D VALUE' is defined to be a type of “unsigned 
char”, the “VALUE' to be of “signed short”, and the 
“PREV VALUE' to be of “signed short”, respectively. 
Further, a method which indicates its process to execute is 
indicated in the third row 303 as “CHECK( )" and 
“UPDATE()”, wherein the “CHECK()” has no argument 
and a type of its return value is “boolean: Void’, and wherein 
the “UPDATE()” has no argument nor a return value. Upon 
completion of entry of the model diagram described by the 
operator as Stated above, the class interface description 
section 111 allows the model diagram to be stored in the 
memory device 104. 
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0040. Then, the total control section 110 causes the 
proceSS detail description Section 112 to be started to allow 
for the operator to enter an operational diagram as shown in 
FIG. 4 using the mouse, keyboard or the like. The opera 
tional diagram refers to a detailed description of a method 
indicating a process of each object belonging to each class. 
This may be referred to also as a control chart, a State 
transition diagram or the like other than the operational 
diagram in the object-oriented field. In FIG.4, processing of 
signals from the sensor as indicated in the third row of FIG. 
3 is described in detail. In step 401 of “SENSOR CHECK( 
)", it is determined whether or not an A/D conversion value 
entered from the Sensor Satisfies a predetermined condition. 
If it satisfies (YES), “SENSOR UPDATE ()” is executed, 
and if does not (NO), a process of step 403 is executed to 
hold such that “VALUE=PREV VAL”. The operational 
diagram entered by the operator is then Stored in the memory 
device 104. 

0041. Then, the total control section 110 starts the func 
tion Select item description Section 113 to display the 
function select input screen on the output device 102. The 
function Select refers to a Selection of operation whether to 
use or not to use an object-oriented function Such as 
“dynamic generation of an instance”, “virtual function' and 
the like during its code generation. 

0.042 FIG. 5 shows an example of input display screens 
of the function Select items. This input Screen shows a case 
where a function select item of "Dynamic selection of an 
instance' is Selected by the operator for an object-oriented 
task. This function Select item Screen includes four rows of 
an input pattern 501, a function item to use 502, a set-up 
option 503, and an output code pattern 504. The input 
pattern row 501 is for entering an object name and a method 
name of an object program. The function item to use 502 is 
a row for indicating the function of the object program. The 
set-up option 503 is for choosing between “to use”/"not to 
use” of the function indicated in the use-of-function item 
502. The output code pattern 504 corresponds to respective 
options in the Set-up option 503, and indicates respective 
output code patterns thereof. Namely, a generation pattern 
information of “OBJNAME, METHODNAME(ARG)” cor 
responds to “to use” in the set-up option 503, and a gen 
eration pattern information of “OBJNAME METHOD 
NAME(ARG)” corresponds to “not to use” in the set-up 
option 503, respectively. Further, the 
“OBJNAME METHODNAME(ARG)” depicts a part's 
name, which means that a code is generated without using 
"Dynamic generation of instance' of the object-oriented 
programming language. 

0043. The use-of-function select item 502 and the output 
code pattern 504 are entered in advance on this function 
Select item Screen. Therefore, the operator can easily choose 
whether to use or not to use its object-oriented function by 
entering data through the input pattern 501 and Set-up option 
503. The function select item determined by the operator is 
stored in the memory device 104. 

0044) In the input mode as described hereinabove, the 
Software specification and the function Select item are 
entered by the operator. 

004.5 Then, a case where the operator chooses the code 
generation mode will be described in detail in the following. 
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0046. Upon selection of the code generation mode by the 
operator, the total control Section 110 Starts the Specification 
analyzer unit 106. 
0047 Lexical and context analyses are executed in the 
Specification analyzer unit 106, then character Strings 
derived from the Software specification information having 
been entered as diagrammatic information and types of these 
character strings are output as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. 
0048 FIG. 6 shows a flow chart of processing for the 
specification analysis section 106 to carry out. In step 601, 
the specification analysis section 106 reads out the software 
Specification entered by the operator and Stored in the 
memory device 104. In step 602, the software specification 
information which is entered as the diagrammatic informa 
tion is checked if it matches with a Specification description 
grammar Stored in advance in the memory device 104. AS to 
this matching, “lex” and "yacc described in the “lex & yacc 
programming” co-authored by John R. Levine/Tony Mason/ 
Doug Brown, Jun. 21, 1996 were used to determine whether 
or not a Specification description grammar described in the 
BNF or the like and the Software specification having been 
entered accord with each other. When it is judged as a result 
of determination that there exists no matching with the 
Specification description grammar, an "error” is output in 
step 604 to the display device 102, and the process ends. 
When it is judged that there exists matching with the 
Specification description grammar, a character String from 
the Software specification entered is output in combination 
with the name of a variable of this character String as a pair 
in step 603. 
0049. For example, information on the Software specifi 
cation entered by the operator and checked as indicated in 
FIG. 6 is output Sequentially as a character String “Sensor', 
variable name “variable 1", character string “A/D VALUE", 
variable name “variable 2', character string “VALUE', and 
variable name “variable 3’. 

0050. Further, information on the software specification 
indicated in a rounded square in FIG. 4 is defined to be a 
"method call’, and those indicated in a Square are defined to 
be a “command” in advance, respectively. Thereby, for 
example, the rounded square 401 is output with its attribute 
as “method call”, its object name as “sensor”, its method 
name as “CHECK', and with no argument. 
0051. Then, the total control unit 110 starts object-ori 
ented function removal Section 107. 

0.052 The object-oriented function removal section 107 
outputs a code pattern according to the function Select items 
entered by the operator and Stored in the memory device 
104. 

0053 A flow chart of processing in the object-oriented 
function removal section 107 is shown in FIG. 7. 

0054. In step 701, a result of grammatical analysis output 
from the specification analysis section 106 is entered. Then, 
in step 702, function select items which define a condition 
under which a code is to be generated are read from the 
memory device 104 according to the object name, method 
name derived from the result of the grammatical analysis, 
and the input pattern of the function Select items. 
0055. In case a table cannot be read from the memory 
device 104 in step 702, s standard generation pattern infor 
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mation is output in step 704. In case the table could have 
been read from the memory device 104 in step 702, it is 
determined in step 705 whether to use or not to use any 
particular function according to the function Select item 
having been read. When it is determined to use, a Standard 
generation pattern information defined by the function Select 
item is output in step 707. When judged not to use, a code 
generation pattern information defined by the function Select 
item is output in step 706. 
0056. Then, the total control section 110 starts code 
generation Section 108 to execute code generation. 
0057. A flow chart indicative of operation of the code 
generation section 108 is shown in FIG. 8. 
0.058. In step, 801, the generation pattern information 
output from the object-oriented function removal unit 107 is 
entered. Then, in Step 802, a code generation is executed on 
the basis of the aforementioned generation pattern informa 
tion and the code generation pattern Stored and read from the 
memory device 104. 
0059 By way of example, when the software specifica 
tion from the Specification analysis Section 106, and the 
generation pattern information of “OBJENAME, METH 
ODNAME()” from the object-oriented function removal 
Section 107 as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 are entered, the code 
generation Section 108 generates a code on the basis of the 
code generation pattern information from the memory 
device 104. 

0060 Namely, the memory device 104 stores the follow 
ing information as a code generation pattern. 

“class' class name “C 
type 1, data 1: 
type 2, data 2: 

return value type 1, method 1 (argument type 1); 
return value type 2, method 2argument type 2); 

c)" 
“check sentence 
“if (“CHECK)><” 
execution sentence when the condition is satisfied; 
“} else { 
execution sentence when the condition is not satisfied; 

0061. When use of “dynamic generation of an instance” 
is not set up in the table, a code shown in FIG. 9(a) is 
generated. By compiling this resulting code, an execution 
code as shown in FIG. 10(a) is obtained. This execution 
code is output to the display device 102, and/or Stored in a 
floppy disk via the read/write device 103. 
0062 By way of example, FIG. 9(b) and FIG. 10(b) 
show a code generated and its compiled execution code 
when use of "dynamic generation of an instance' is set up 
in the table. 

0.063. In comparison of these two execution codes, when 
the dynamic generation function is used, an instance is 
explicitly expressed for an explicit designation of its 
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instance in block 1001 in FIG.10(b), and a code for storing 
an address of the instance in Stack is generated. 
0064. In contrast, when the dynamic generation function 
is not used, there is no area corresponding to the block 1001 
for designating the instance, and no code corresponding 
thereto is output. By removing the object-oriented function 
in the manner as described hereinabove, the code Size can be 
reduced Substantially. 
0065. Another case of using a different function as its 
object-oriented function will be described by way of 
example of a “virtual function”. 
0066. The virtual function sets forth a common interface 
in a parent class when a plurality of children classes are 
produced from the parent class using “inheritance', and 
wherein implementation in each of the plurality of children 
classes differs from each other. By way of example, the 
"inheritance” refers to a method of producing a new class by 
Succeeding all the attributes already in existence in Some 
existing class, and describing a difference therebetween. 
0067 FIG.11(a) shows a memory allocation for the code 
in an execution format, which is generated by the aforemen 
tioned method which is set up by choosing the “use of the 
virtual function” by the operator when the method to use the 
Virtual function is designated. AS shown in this drawing, 
code 1101 for function “FUNC. CHECK()” is stored in a 
program code Section, and a region 1102 for an internal 
variable, and a table 1103 for calling a virtual function 
“FUN. CHEKC() CALL UP TABLE" are stored in a data 
Section. Virtual function table 1101 set forth in the data 
Section realizes a mechanism of the virtual function. 

0068 FIG. 11(b) shows a memory allocation of a code 
compiled in an execution format wherein the function of the 
Virtual function is set “not to use”. In this case, because the 
Virtual function is called up directly, a portion corresponding 
to the table 1103 indicated in FIG. 11(a) is eliminated. 
0069. As described above, by removing some of the 
object-oriented functions Such as dynamic generations of 
instances and/or virtual functions, a corresponding mecha 
nism which becomes unnecessary for realizing its object 
oriented function can be removed from its inclusion. For 
Such purpose, no particular knowledge on each object 
oriented mechanism is required for the operator to have, 
thereby Simply designating “use/not use’ on the display, 
optimization of the System can be accomplished. 
0070 Another method of designating the function select 
items will be described in the following. 
0071 FIG. 12 indicates control processing of the total 
control Section 110 with respect to the Specification analysis 
Section 106 and the object-oriented function removing Sec 
tion 107 shown in FIG. 1. When an object name and a 
method name are obtained in the Specification analysis 
section 106, the function select item description unit 113 is 
Started So as to allow entry of a function Select item 
corresponding to the object name and the method name 
obtained. By provision of Such arrangement, there is no need 
for the operator to enter on the entry pattern of the function 
Select items. Therefore, it is only required to display for the 
operator such a function select item as shown in FIG. 13. 
0072 The function select item shown in FIG. 13 is 
comprised of a function column and a set-up column, 
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wherein the function column displays a list of object 
oriented functions So as to allow for the operator Selectively 
to set up whether or not to use its function corresponding 
thereto in the Set-up column. Then, upon entry by the 
operator, the function Select description unit 113 generates a 
table as shown in FIG. 14, which is then stored in the 
memory device 104. Further, code generation patterns cor 
responding to the “use' and "not use of each function are 
prestored in memory device 104. 
0073. Then, with reference to a table generated, the 
object-oriented function removing section 107 reads out a 
code generation pattern corresponding thereto, and outputs 
the same to the code generation unit 108 whereby to execute 
the code generation. 
0.074. Further example of designating another select item 
will be described in the following. 
0075 FIG. 15 shows a modified arrangement of the input 
Screen control unit 109 of FIG. 1 with addition as new 
components of an optimization information deriving unit 
1501 and an analysis result display unit 1502. 
0076 FIG. 16 shows a flow of operation of the total 
control unit 110 with respect to the specification analysis 
Section 106 and the object-oriented function removing Sec 
tion 107 with the arrangement of FIG. 15. As indicated in 
FIG. 16, information useful for function designation is 
derived in the optimization information deriving unit 1501 
from the information obtained by the Specification analysis 
Section 106, and is displayed on the analysis result display 
unit 1502 to allow for the operator to designate a function to 
use on the basis of the information displayed through the 
function select item description unit 113. The optimization 
information deriving unit 1501 derives optimization infor 
mation, for example, by counting the number of instances 
obtained as the result of analysis in the Specification analysis 
section 106, and identifying “use” or “no use” of the virtual 
functions. This optimization information derived is dis 
played on the display device 102 via analysis result display 
Section 1502. 

0077 FIG. 17(a) shows an example of display on the 
analysis result display section 1501. Here, the optimization 
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information including the number of instances, the Virtual 
functions Selected and the like derived in the optimization 
information deriving unit 1501 is displayed. 
0078 After this optimization information is displayed, 
the function select item description section 110 displays 
function select items as indicated in FIG. 17(b) to prompt 
the operator to enter “use' or “not use of the corresponding 
function. 

0079. By allowing the operator to utilize the result of 
analysis obtained in the Specification analysis Section 106 as 
described above, a more effective Set-up procedure becomes 
possible in Setting up of the items by the user. For example, 
because the number of instances to be utilized in program 
ming is a major factor in making decision whether to use the 
dynamic generation of instances or not, Such information 
will help the operator Set up more effectively. 
0080 Further, this embodiment of the invention is not 
limited in its applicability to any Specific programming 
language, and can operate in the Same Way using Statements 
described in C++ or Java. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A Software generation System comprising: 
a specification analysis means which analyzes an object 

oriented Specification for deriving Specification infor 
mation; 

a function removing means which checkS Said specifica 
tion information derived by Said specification analysis 
means by collating with a function removal rule which 
is predetermined, and removes a function which 
becomes unnecessary from a Set of object-oriented 
functions, for generating program information exclud 
ing the unnecessary function; and 

a code generation means for generating a code according 
to Said program information obtained by Said function 
removing means. 


